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From the

President’s Desk
Dear members,
Seasons greetings.
I am happy that our term had a great start with Dasara
festival. Celebrations started three days before Vijaya
Dasami with the inauguration of Etikoppaka Toys Exhibition
and sale at Food Court that witnessed very good footfall.
Our club member and Member of Parliament Mr. M.V.V.
Satyanarayana graced the inauguration ceremony.
Celebrations ended with a musical event ”Dasara Mahostavam” that was very well attended and appreciated by the members.
Needless to say, pandemic protocols were strictly followed in these events, keeping members’ safety as the top priority.
I have already shared my agenda with you all in my last message. Taking the agenda forward, the Managing Committee
has already got into action in executing the plans of upgrading existing facilities and introducing new ones.
The Club is our second home and we all feel safe and secure when we are in the Club. It is every member’s responsibility
to maintain the discipline and decorum of the Club and not cause any inconvenience to others by deviating from rules. Any
unwarranted behavior will be viewed seriously.
We have introduced Sunday Breakfast at Food Court offering good spread of Veg. and Non-Veg. dishes. We are also
introducing Brunch very soon on Sundays from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. I am sure members would appreciate and avail these
facilities. As the Government has reduced liquor prices, we will be offering liquor to the members at revised rates.
This Diwali, we are not planning any fireworks in the Club due to ecological concerns in the wake of Covid pandemic.
I hope Club members would agree with me on this. But we do have entertainment and celebrations organized by Ladies
Committee in the event “Little Patakas”.
On this note, I wish you all a very happy and safe Diwali.
Best Regards,
P.Phaneendra Babu
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NOTICE BOARD
1.

Announcements

The Managing Committee has decided to revise the Guest Charges on all days w.e.f. 02-11-2020 .
Monday to Sunday

2.

-

Rs.100/-

Breakfast (8.00 a.m to 11.00 a.m)

-

Rs. 50/-

Executive Lunch (12.00 noon to 3.00p.m)

-

Rs. 50/-

Club will be introducing "Sunday Buffet Breakfast" at Food Court from 8th November, 2020.
Time

:

7.30 am to 10:30 am.

Price

:

Rs.125/- per person.

Guest charges

:

Rs.50/-

Members are requested to utilize this facility

NEW WALTAIR CLUB MEMBERS DIRECTORY
Members are requested to update their mailing address and telephone numbers with the
club office if necessary, as we are going to release the Members Telephone Directory
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UPDATES
Tambola held on 17.10.2020

1st Prize Winner - Mr.D.Srinivas (M.no.S-430)

2nd prize winner - Mr.K.V.V.S.N.Kishore (M.no.K-250)

Beginning 8th November
2020, the Club is hosting a
Buffet Breakfast with a good
spread every Sunday at the
Food court. The first buffet
was well attended.

The most exciting IPL cricket matches have been screened
on 8th and 10th October at Jubilee Deck for the members
Waltair Times
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EVENTS
Arts and crafts exhibition

To bring in the festive season and at the same time, to encourage artisans in this challenging pandemic time,Waltair
Club in association with Women's Wing of Chamber of Commerce and Industry organized an exhibition and sale of a r t s
and crafts for three days on 22nd, 23rd and 24th October, 2020 at Food Court. Member of Parliament, Visakhapatnam Mr.
MVV Satyanarayana inaugurated the exhibition by lighting the lamp in the presence of the President of Waltair Club
Mr.PhaneendraBabu and the other Executive Committee members and the representatives of Women's Wing, VCCI. Wide
range of Etikoppaka toys have been displayed for sale. This exhibition witnessed very good footfall and sale of these beautiful
craft pieces.
Making of Etikoppaka toys is an age-old traditional art in a small village near Elamanchili in Visakhapatnam district.
Locally available wood called Ankudi and natural dyes are used in making these products, hence they are very safe. Beautiful
decoration items and utility items in very attractive colours are manufactured.
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EVENTS
Dussehra on a Musical Note

On the eve of Dussehra, 24th October2019, at 7.30 pm,
the Waltair Club hosted a grand musical program on the
Jubilee Grounds to celebrate the festival. This was the first
Club event in recent times, after a six month hiatus due to
Covid lockdowns and it was very well attended. The club wore
a cheerful and festive air, and members were happy to be
there, albeit with due safety restrictions.
The evening began with the classic Garba and Dandiya
folk dances , which are conventionally performed during
Navratri to celebrate and honour the Mother Goddess. Dressed
in traditional costumes, the beautiful ladies danced to the
beats of the Dandiya to celebrate the feminine form of the
Divinity. The graceful dancers were Harshini, Sowparnika,
Jyothi, Sunita, Lohita, Renuka, Archana,Vandita and Sanjana
of the Club's Ladies' Committee.
This was followed by a Fashion Show which drew
inspiration from the Nine Colours associated with the Goddess
for this year's Navratri festival. The gorgeous young girls in
resplendent sarees and dresses, who walked down the ramp
for the evening were Abhigyna, Renuka, Sunita, Archana, Anita,
Shivani, Ananya, Gayatri, Sowparnika and Harshini. Eye-catching
hues of yellow, green and grey, orange and white, royal blue,
peacock and purple were represented on the stage! The show
stopper of the evening was the lovely Bhavya in a breathtaking
red dress, which was the cynosure of all eyes.
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The highlight of the evening was the extraordinary Veena recital by the well-known artiste of the day, Veena
Srivani and her orchestra. She has won several awards for her prowess on the veena, and she regaled the audience with
her repertoire of folk music, western tunes and popular numbers from Bollywood and Telugu movies. She began the
program with the traditional Mahaganapathim and then went on to entertain the spectators with a Bahubali mashup,
Ghoomar, Mahanati,Chandramukhi and other film songs all played skillfully on the veena. To everyone's surprise, there
were even some foot-tapping English numbers like Cheap Thrills and Shape of You rendered on the veena.
All in all, it was a melodious and enjoyable evening! Kudos to the Entertainment Committee, headed by
Mr. V.K. VisweswaraRao and the Ladies' Committee, chaired by Miss Ch. Bhavya for such a marvellous show. The entire
program was excellently compered by Dr. Hema Yadavalli. There was also a charming Bommalakoluvu of Etikopakka
toys, along with an exhibition and sale of these handmade products.
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Let there be Light!
Stories of Diwali
-Dr. Padma Murale
The festival of Diwali or Deepavali is
the most splendid and beloved of the
festivals in the Hindu calendar and is
celebrated joyfully with luminous diyas and
dazzling fireworks, bright new clothes and
delicious sweets. It comes exactly twenty
one days after Dussehra and is eagerly
looked forward to by people of all ages. As
with our other Indian festivals, there are
some fascinating mythological tales behind
this festival of lights….
Deepavali, as it is called in the South,
celebrates the victory of the bold and
beautiful Goddess Satyabhama and her
husband Lord Krishna, over the demon
Narakasura, and therefore is also observed
as Naraka chaturdasi. The story goes that
once upon a time, an all-powerful demon
named Naraka was waging war and
vanquishing all the Gods and kings in heaven
as well as on earth, causing grave
destruction wherever he went. He had a
boon from Lord Brahma that no one except
his own mother, the Goddess of the Earth,
Bhudevi, would be able to kill him and this
made him quite invincible. And so all the
sages and the Gods summoned Lord Krishna
for divine assistance.
Now Lord Krishna was aware of
Naraka’s boon and so he cleverly asked his
warrior wife, Satyabhama, who as he knew,
was an incarnation of Bhudevi herself, to
accompany him to the battlefield as he
fought against the terrible demon. In the
great battle that followed, Lord Krishna was
suddenly injured and he fell unconscious.
Seeing this, his brave wife Satyabhama was
enraged and she attacked Narakasura and
struck him a mighty blow with a celestial
weapon and killed him. Hell hath no fury like
an avenging wife and so Naraka met his
doom and Lord Krishna was rescued by his
Queen, proving that a woman can certainly
save the day!
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As poor Narakasura lay dying, he repented and begged for another boon that people would celebrate the day as the
victory of light over darkness. And so it is that we remember him on Naraka chaturdasi and celebrate with glittering diyas
and lamps, which symbolize the victory of good over evil.
The other equally famous story of Diwali, in Northern India, narrates the glorious home-coming of Lord Rama and
his Queen Sita, along with Lakshmana and Hanuman to Ayodhya, following many years in exile and victory in war. As the tale
goes, after ten days of intense battle, and many indomitable warriors lost on both sides, the valiant Lord Rama eventually
stood face to face on the battlefield with Ravana, the evil demon with ten heads, who had abducted his wife Sita. They
fought with golden arrows and silver spears and the clash of weapons resounded across earth and sky! At last Lord Rama
shot a magical arrow that pierced Ravana’s heart and struck him dead. The battle was won and the good king Rama had
prevailed over the evil demon Ravana.
With this event, Rama’s long exile of fourteen years finally came to an end and the people of Ayodhya rejoiced and
welcomed their much-loved king home for his coronation. They illuminated the streets of Ayodhya with earthern lamps or
diyas and celebarated the festival of Diwali to honour Rama’s return to the kingdom, twenty one days after his epic victory
over Ravana, which is marked as Dussehra.
Whatever the story and
tradition one follows, to this day
Diwali or Deepavali is celebrated on
the dark, moonless night of ‘Karthik’
amavasya. Goddess Lakshmi is
worshipped and the festival
commemorates the victory of good
over evil and ignorance, light over
darkness and people place rows of
twinkling diyas outside their homes
to dispel the darkness. With the
Indian diaspora everywhere, Diwali
is celebrated across the ends of the
earth, from the White House in
Washington to Downing Street in
London to Bridge Road in
Melbourne.
Happy Diwali to you all!
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like feeling like we are good at something and we like to be
recognised for it (Heisenberg vibes anyone?); And games
have this built into their very fabric, providing challenges with
varying degrees of difficulty, with clear lines of progression.
No wonder we can’t get enough of going to different worlds
to take down Bowser, and save Princess Peach in Super Mario
Bros. Up next is our need for self actualisation. We want to
feel like we are in control of our actions and situations.
Open world games like GTA and Red Dead
Redemption are particularly good at offering this up as
Raghav Chitra (R-477)

players pretty much make their own way through these

What if I told you there exists a world out there, more

worlds. People, have spent many hours buying up real estate,

fantastical than yours, where you could live without real

living our own fantasies, running businesses or prancing

world constraints and every thing you touch, feel and see

around on horses, just because we want to and we can. It’s

results in an uninhibited sense of enjoyment and relaxation.

quite liberating!

Would you then join me along with an estimated 2.8 billion
people and spend time playing
video games? People dismiss this
art form(yes, art!) chalking it up
to “escapism”, but beyond
scientifically proven benefits
associated with gaming (feel free
to Google them) , this rabbit hole
goes a lot deeper.
Maslow’s hierarchy of
needs states that the goals a
person forms during his or her life
ultimately serve the satisfaction
of distinct basic needs. With basic
physiological needs taken care of,
we spend most of our time and resources meeting the rest

Lastly, we have our need to belong. We like to feel

and studies have shown that gaming “perfectly targets”

like we matter to other people and like to make a difference

these needs. First up is our need for personal esteem. We

within our group or society. Multiplayer, and especially mass
online games, provide this relatedness in a very direct way
and research suggested that we even relate to the fictional
characters within the game, and feel relatedness through
dialogues and quests to help others.
As of 2019, the gaming industry globally is worth $150
Billion+ with console gaming accounting for $93 Billion and
India accounting for 36% of this console market. The
pandemic was singularly responsible for a 40% uptake in
adoption with most countries, India included, having met
their 2021 projections a whole year in advance. You cannot
speak of the console market without speaking of their two
major players, Sony & Microsoft.
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Since introducing the world to these vortex’s of joy

feeling of immersion in the form of its controller that can

15 years ago (I still distinctly remember running over to

now simulate all sorts of subtle vibrations to fine tune the

friend’s house near Harbour Park, just so I could watch Jin

sensations players experience. Imagine feeling the

Kazama in action), both Sony & Microsoft represent the

difference when you pull the trigger of a pistol vs a machine

pinnacle of gaming technology, birthing a many industries

gun. Too dark? Ok, imagine feeling the difference between

in their wake. And this festive season, India sees the launch

driving on NH5 vs driving on <pick a city road, they’re all dug

of the latest and greatest from these houses, The Xbox

up and potholed currently anyway>. The devil is in the details

Series X and the PlayStation 5.

and apparently, it works incredibly well, and offers up a great
degree of immersion (cleans drool of keyboard)

While Microsoft and Sony have both taken very
different, radical approaches to design, the bottom line is

It’s worth mentioning that the Xbox comes in Series

that these next generation consoles are all about power,

X and a digital-only Series S (discless version albeit a less

speed and incredible levels of visual fidelity that simply

powerful, expensive alternative) versus a PS5 that comes

weren’t possible before. When it comes to internals, they

with disc and disc-less without power compromise). While

aren’t too far apart, though Microsoft appears to have an

the choice to purchase one of them may boil down to

edge in terms of raw computational power ( picture a juiced

tribalism, just remember that you can’t go wrong and this is

up Bane or a Mario on shrooms ). If you ask me though, the

just the beginning- there's plenty more excitement to be had

real difference is more philosophical than physical.

in the years to come and the choice is likely to be this
“arrrrrgh” throughout.

While Microsoft is banking on the lure of crossplatform gaming with the Xbox (basically, a PC gamer can

As always, feel free to gift me one and light up my

now go head to head with a console gamer), Sony focuses

Diwali or maybe New Year’s? (see, I’m willing to wait; not as

on the delivering the best of now. Sony even amps up the

greedy as you thought I was, eh?)
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New Age Marketing
The Influencer’s Influence
Nithin Varghese N-234
Yogitha Yerra S-1015
New Age Marketing: The Social Media Influencer

like / dislike trends of the end-user into account. So, if you

Eyes glued to mobile screens, fingers scrolling up and

keep liking posts on F1 and sports cars, you are most likely

down, a heart for a friend's birthday post , an angry emoticon

going to see similar posts instead of clothing, holiday, and

on an uncle's political rant, a like on granny's good morning

beauty tutorial posts.

post and yet another heart on the Bollywood A-Listers'
brand endorsement!

Another reason why social media influencer is a
preferred way for marketing is that it is a subtle way to

Typically, the work of social media influencers is to

promote a product. One of the main benefits of social

announce the launch or development of new products to

influencer marketing is the inherent property of not being

their followers. By virtue of their credibility, the audience is

pushy. Social influencer marketing is radically different from

persuaded to check out that particular brand or product.

traditional marketing. Traditional marketing, however

They employ the concept of brand hashtag to spread the

effective, has shown its age as it is done through the medium

word to a large audience by just a click of the button.

of newspapers, magazines whereas nowadays majority of

In the age of digital media, social media marketing
has become a key for major brands around the world.

the users/consumers are glued to their digital devices which
makes it easier to promote products/brands on the digital
platform which offers higher levels of engagement and

As per the Economic Times survey, Facebook and

interaction. The posts put up by the influencers generally

Twitter continue to be the first choice for promoting top

capture attention fast which is one of the fundamental

brands, with "influencers" rapidly gaining ground on social

means of marketing. Using the power of media-based

media.

content, they showcase the product/service in the limelight.

What led to the growth of Social Media Marketing?
One of the primary reasons for the rise in social media
marketing is the ability to choose who sees your
advertisement, how many have interacted with your
advertisements and finally how many end up using your
goods or services.
Ease and precision in targeting your advertisements
has made breakthroughs in the world of marketing
campaigns. Even professional digital marketers face
difficulties in tuning their campaigns for effective access to
multiple social media platforms. It is difficult to build filters
on the platforms to meet the target audience, as you cannot
always rely on the data provided by them. Here, the concept
of search engine optimization comes into play. It looks
through the entire content to see if there is a word matching
the query put forward by the user. In simple words it is like
looking carefully for a lost child in the woods .With social
media influencers, you can fully escape this issue, a simple
short video, and the appropriate hashtags, you can easily
target the right audience. If the post gets considerable
amount of likes, it will spontaneously pop up on the search
results of individuals who are not the influencer's direct
followers. These algorithms work flawlessly by taking the
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Instead of using words, they show the world how your
product benefits them in their day to day lives. For businesses
who want to reach the active users of social media sites, this
sort of representation is extremely strong. This marketing

technique is effective for someone who uses their

Believe in what you are doing and this helps in building

smartphones frequently to scan social media feeds daily.

relationships on every level.

This attention of the target audience can be used as a

-Find a niche

leverage by the influencer to promote a product/service.

Anyone can become a social media influencer. There are

Influencer marketing technically has a high return

micro-influencers sporting 1000 to 10,000 followers

on investment as the initial capital investment is low. A

having a profound connect with their audience. There

targeted strategy, a high click to conversion ratio and the

are also nano-influencers with less than a 1000 followers

ripple effect are other variables that increase the Return

depending on their niche. A popular way to make money

On Investment (ROI).

for the influencers is through social media posts which

Tips to become a social media influencer

are sponsored.

-Good quality content have to be produced

-Produce free giveaway content that is valuable and worth

This defines the impact you will have on the user. To improve
text content, you can use Articoolo, Grammarly etc.
-Audience should be entertained
This is where you encourage a two-sided conversation with
the user. You need to motivate the user to create content
in tune with your work and ask them to tag you in it.
-Join an influencer network

paying for
If you connect with people on a real level then the
niche does not matter and in turn it helps you to stay on
top of the game.
A few famous social media influencers like Selena
Gomez, Cristiano Ronaldo, and Kylie Jenner are well known
to most of us. These celebrities have a large and diverse
audience so at any rate not everybody will be interested in

They match you with brands that are on the lookout

a certain post. Also, it would cost more to get these

for influencers who have the required niche.

celebrities to endorse the product. Whereas, brand

-Build your community

influencers are better than celebrities like movie stars, pop

Invite and tag new people helping each other grow. Pay
attention to the comments of your followers.
-Be consistent and authentic

icons, models, sports stars etc. Influencers are taking centre
stage as they drive purchases. Nowadays, peer opinions are
more valued than celebrity endorsements. Social
influencers appeal to the millennial. A report from the Tech
Insider shows that there is a genuine connection for young
adults and teenagers to a YouTube and they would be
willing to try a product suggested by them. Also, women
do not trust the celebrities a lot and prefer the
recommendations and surveys of real people. Brand
Influencers are considered experts in their own field and
are way more approachable and relatable.
Social influencer marketing is also a very affordable
means of marketing. It helps smaller businesses grow by
targeting the right influencers with the right type of
audience. Today, you can hire a social media influencer for
a very affordable price. You do not need to spend a large
amount of money creating an ad for your product anymore.
Instead of spending money on TV ads and billboards, you
can spend a fraction of the money on hiring these
influencers. With TV ads and billboards, you have a hit or
miss chance of appealing to the right audience. On the other
hand, social media influencers will help you reach the target
audience in a more effective manner.
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Jest like that !
TRYST WITH DENTISTRY

(With Apologies To Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru)
Unquarantine your mind
- Dr. Aziz Mehdi (M-95)
While, long years ago, India made a tryst with
destiny, I never made any such tryst with dentistry. Come
to think of it, no one who is clinically sane, ever makes a
tryst with dentistry. My encounters, if that is the right word,
have been coincidental and hardly ever serendipitous.
My first "encounter" with a dentist was when I had
gone over to invite him for my daughter's wedding
reception. During our conversation, I remember, he cracked
a not-so-funny joke, for which I politely laughed out loud.
In that unfortunate instant, he looked into my mouth and
declared I needed a root canal. On my way out, the
receptionist, to my astonishment, said I had to pay Rs 600
for the "consultation". According to her, the doctor had
"looked into my mouth and uttered the words 'root canal'."
I told her that I'd like to speak to the doctor, which, again
according to her, would be another Rs 600. When I tried to
make my way out, I was obstructed by a 6' 2" security guard.
I forked out the 600 rupees, earned with the sweat of my
brow, and left.
The second encounter was when I had chipped a
tooth. One look at the broken molar and the dentist
uttered the dreaded words, "root canal". According to this
prophet-of-doom-in-dentist's clothing it was in a "critical"
state and if not attended to immediately, the infection
would go up my cheek, to my eyes and then to my brain. I
told the doctor that I had travel scheduled in the next few
days and asked whether he could prescribe some
medication for the time being . . .
It is now over two years since that "encounter" and my
chipped tooth has soldiered on just fine. However, my wife is
convinced that the infection has reached my brain . . .
But the wildest "encounter" with dentistry was when
I had taken my wife for getting her teeth cleaned.
Incidentally, it costs Rs 2000 to have one's teeth "cleaned",
a job that can be done with a 120-rupee toothpaste! Anyway,
after the wife's teeth were "cleaned", she suggested I get
my teeth checked as well. In a moment of weakness, I said,
"Why not?" And that's when the nightmare began . . .
One look inside and the doctor announced that one
of molars was rotten and had to be removed immediately.
My wife panicked, "What are we waiting for, Doctor? Please
extract it!" I could not protest because my mouth was, at
the time, held open by the doctor's assistant. And that was
one of the few times I could open my mouth for so long in
front of my wife!
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The doctor delicately laid out a set of shiny new
state-of-the-art tools and assured me that these were the
latest instruments and that the whole process would be
painless and over in a matter of minutes. He daintily
selected a long instrument and gently attempted to pull
out the tooth. When that failed, be picked up a bigger
instrument this time. He then stood up, put his foot against
the chair for leverage and tried to yank out the tooth with
some force. He failed yet again. His ego was taking a
battering. He ordered his assistant to bring the cutting plier
from the car's toolbox - to hell with the "state of the art
instruments"! This time even considerable force failed and
the tooth remained supremely steadfast.
It was now all-out war! He told his assistant to hold
onto him and pull upon his command. The sister pulled the
doctor; the doctor pulled the tooth. But the tooth
remained stubbornly in place. The doctor then sent for
Meesalu Demudu, who, I assumed was another specialist.
It turned out that he was the security guard I had
encountered during my first visit. He was directed to hold
on to the sister and pull her upon his command. At which
point I raised my hand to make a small suggestion. I told
the doctor that why not I hold and pull "sister" and we
remove MeesaluDemudu's tooth? This suggestion was
instantly vetoed by my wife.
At this point, I was ready to confess to all the
unsolved murders in Vizag district. Why, I was even ready
to confess that it was I who had hidden my wife's credit
card, when I heard a loud "hailessa!!!"
On the word "hailessa", Meesalu Demudu pulled
sister, sister pulled the doctor, the doctor's foot pushed
against the chair and out came the tooth. So great was the
force that Meesalu Demudu, sister, the dentist, cutting
pliers with my tooth and all, fell backward onto two
neighbouring patients who panicked and ran away half way
during their treatment!
When asked for fees, the doctor said, "That will be
Rs. 12000". When I reminded him that the original agreed
fee was Rs. 4000, he said, "Who will pay for the other 2
patients who ran away?!"
While there may be a miniscule element of
exaggeration, these stories are largely true.
Remember what I said in my article last month - We
have been asked to quarantine our bodies, not our minds!
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COIMBATORE - A CULTURAL HUB

In Travelgram, we are featuring some interesting and ‘must visit’ cities that have clubs affiliated to Waltair Club
- Abignya Grandhi (R-510)
Coimbatore, also known as Kovai or sometimes spelt as Covai
, is a city in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu. Coimbatore City,
the second largest in the State, is the District Headquarters
of Coimbatore District. It is 510 kms from the State Capital
Chennai.
This district is along the Western Ghats and the wind through
the Palghat Gap makes this city to have a pleasant climate
most part of the year. Ruled by the KarikalaCholan and after
him it was ruled by the kings of Rashtrakudas, Chalukyas,
Pandyas, Hoyasalas and Vijayanagar.

Surrounded by verdant green farms at the foothills of
Velliangiri Mountains in the Western Ghats, Adiyogi Shiva
Statue is the world's biggest bust statue dedicated to the
celebrated Hindu deity Shiva, which is carved out of 500
tonnes of steel. Located in the Isha Yoga Complex in
Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, the sculpture stands tall at a height
of 112 feet.
KovaiKondattam

Victorian Era of the recent past converted this as an Industrial
city beginning with Textile Mills. The presence of large
number of textile units makes this city be called as
Manchester of the South. Apart from textiles, there are more
than 25,000 small, medium and large Engineering Industries
manufacturing Machine tools, Textile machineries,
Automobile Spares, Electronics, Steel and Aluminum
Foundries, Motors and other engineering products in this
district.
Tourism
Coimbatore District is very much known for its tourist
attractions. There are number of places to visit in and around
Coimbatore. Coimbatore district is one of the biggest districts
in Tamil Nadu with lot of tourist attractions, shopping centres
as well as religious places.
Some of the major attractions of Coimbatore District are
Aliyar Dam, Monkey Falls, Siruvani Dam, Cholayar Dam,
Botanical Garden, Horticulture Farms and Vaitheki Falls. All
these places are worth visiting.

KovaiKondattam is an amusement park located about 2
kilometres away from Perur, in Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu. A
fun-filled destination ideal for spending hours of unending
entertainment with friends and family, KodaiKondattam is an
eco-friendly theme park. The park was built by Tamil actor
Vijay and caters to al large base of visitors with its numerous
water-based and dry rides
Marudhamalai Hill Temple

The best time to visit Coimbatore is from September to March.
Coimbatore receives heavy rainfall during monsoons while
summers are a little hot and humid. Hence, winters and late
monsoons are a good time to visit Coimbatore when the
weather is pleasant.
Tourist attractions to see in Coimbatore:
Adiyogi Shiva Statue

The Marudhamalai hill temple is located at a towering height
of 500 ft in the highland on the Western Ghats. 15 kms away
to north-west of Coimbatore city, the temple has an excellent
invigorating atmosphere. Vehicles are allowed to pass
through the Marudhamalai temple and the devasthanam has
granted three buses from the low slope of the hill to get
through the temple on top.
Located in the centre of the city of Coimbatore in Tamil Nadu,
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India; the SreeAyyappan Temple is a significant temple that
is dedicated to Lord SreeAyyappa. This temple in Coimbatore
has been built on the same lines as of the original Sabarimala
Temple in Kerala
Velliangiri Hill Temple

VOC Park & Zoo is an Amusement Park and Zoological Garden
mostly visited by locals of Coimbatore for recreational
purposes. This is a preferred picnic spot for families who get
their kids to have a wonderful time and introduce their
children to the world of animals. The park has a play area for
the kids, an aquarium and a Jurassic Park where not just
children but even adults can have fun.

Wellington Gymkhana Club
(Affiliated to Waltair Club)

Velliangiri Hill Temple is situated some 40 km away from the
city Of Coimbatore. The temple has essentially been
dedicated to Lord Siva and sits on the Velliangiri Hill which
has an imperial altitude of 6000 feet. The Velliangiri hill
temple is contemplated to be the most conspicuous worship
abode in and around Coimbatore and an immense number of
tourist groups visit this hill temple to offer their prayers.
Monkey Falls

The Wellington Gymkhana Club, situated at an altitude of
approximately 6,000 feet nestles in the lush green hills of the
Nilgiris. It was a garrison club started to offer recreation and
relaxation to the garrison stationed at Wellington. However
later, membership to the Club was thrown open to the civilian
population of Wellington and nearby Coonoor. The Club
stands on military land and pays a yearly rental to the Defence
Department.

The Monkey falls is an exemplary and archetypal out-of-doors
coffee break spot, which is situated some 65 kilometers away
from Coimbatore city and it is some 27 kilometer away from
Pollachi on Coimbatore-Pollachi-Valparai main road.
VOC Park and Zoo

The Marquis of Tweedale, Governor of Madras, is to be
remembered for his decision to establish the BARRACKS at
JACKATALLA, a decision which was so greatly to benefit the
social and economic status of the Nilgiris. This great decision
was taken in 1843 and the hills haven't looked back since.
On the 23rd November 1959, Maj Gen SHFJ Manekshaw took
over as the President of the Club. At one of the Genera! Body
meetings it was suggested that since the Club's insignia was
an 'Ibex' head - they should have Club ties with the Ibex on a
dark green background, which is the Club colour. A firm in
Calcutta was detailed to fabricate this.
The Club gave the following pictures to the DSSC to be
displayed in the Syndicate Rooms of the Staff College: (a) A portrait of Lord Kitchener.
(b) An autographed picture of Lord Curzon.
(c) A picture of the Duke of Wellington at Waterloo.
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In 1969 when Mr M S Parikh was the President of the Club,
Col Rowcroft, one of the old Members bequeathed to the
Wellington Gymkhana Club two club quarters built during
1968 with finances loaned by him. He did not intend to claim
either principal or interest in respect of this loan when leaving
India. The Club Committee showed their appreciation by
calling this block the 'Rowcroft Suites'. On the night of the
16th August 1969 heavy floods damaged the Club - 6 Golf
bridges were damaged, Quarters 1, 2 & 3 were flooded, the
sheep pen destroyed, and 12 sheep were washed away. The
Golf greens and Tennis Courts were also rendered unfit for
play. The total loss incurred was Rs 10,000/-.
The Club progressed under the Presidentship of Maj Gen A M
Sethna from 1975 to 1977. Many Golf tournaments and Tennis
tournaments took place and the Staff College Ladies Club was
allowed to have a fete on the premises of the Club.

In the new millennium the finances of the Club having
considerably improved, a lot of work was under taken to
enhance the facilities in the Club as also to renovate the
existing infrastructure and assets. To name a few, facilities
have been created for day and night tennis on a synthetic
court. The Golf Course has been slope rated by the IGU and
the greens are playing true and very well. A large parking for
more than a hundred cars has been created. Main lounge
(Shangri-La and Rendezvous) as also the Gun Bar have been
fully renovated with teak wood flooring. Space and facilities
for the increased number of members have been catered for.
Modern facilities have been introduced at the same time
keeping the old world charm. Golf Hut has been renovated
with modern facilities like sauna bath, gym room, lockers for
the golfers, proshop, and a restaurant with open space facing
the golf course.
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Cerebrations!

Go on! Be a smart ass!

Put your thinking cap on!!

CROSSWORD
DOWN
1 Look after sailor in port (4)
2 So-called views at some locations (5)
3 Absolutely necessary to score goal: bit wayward with
ball (8)
4 Mishmash of antipasti chewed (8)
6 Not a soul with energy after midday (2, 3)
8 Realm of “Billie Jean”? Perform Michael’s first (7)
10 Not just somewhat (4)
11 What masseurs might do (3)
14 A yarn about accountant that’s hot and steamy (9)
15 Champion the field (8)
17 German stroller is better (7)
18 Drunk receiving present delivers rude expression (2, 5)
19 Husband leaving shore working in lighthouse (6)
20 Power cut’s welcomed? Form a union (6)
ACROSS

23 Brutes turn up on brief vacation (5)

2 Well ... well ...’; that’s indifferent (2-2)
Key on page27

5 Pops back to collect gunners’ wrench (6)
7 Social messaging shows of support (5)
9 More than happiness: journalist’s euphoric! (9)
12 Information on two bottled spirits (5)

KILLER SUDOKU

13 Boatman gets into real trouble being productive in the
field (6)
14 Famous couples’ transport (3)
16 Heartless orc in long book, not present-day (2, 4)
17 Something worn by men in Indian state: short-sleeved
shirt (6)
21 Fabricate a model name (4)
22 Up to date with Nile photo changes (2, 3, 4)
24 Take turns that might lead to Etna? (9)
25 Commanding officer right get soldier a dog (5)
26 Ice can coat river flowing into this! (6, 5)
27 Holy jurisdiction, told you! (3)
Key on page27
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Shelf Indulgence
The Silent Patient

BOOK REVIEWS

The Adventures of Rusty
By Ruskin Bond

By Alex Michaelides
"Once you name something, it
stops you from seeing all of it,or why
it matters. You focus on the
word,which is just the tiniest really,
the top of the iceberg."
Calling this book by Alex
Michaelides just a psychological
thriller , similarly would just be the
tip of the iceberg.

Ruskin Bond who
we all would relate as he
has been an eminent part
of our english literature
curriculum.
In his evergreen
classic The Adventures of
Rusty he has incidents that

The story is about a famous
painter Alicia Berenson who shoots
her husband ,point blank ,five times, slits her
wrists and then goes completely mute. The narrative switches
between Alicia's diary and a forensic psychiatrist Theo Faber,
who is convinced that only he can solve the case. Equally
intriguingly, Theo is the only one that can get Alicia to speak.

ordinary people experience

The rest of the book takes us on gripping journey with
twists and turns where we begin to connect with Theo even
though we don't relate to him .As the story progresses Theo's
secrets come tumbling out along with Alicia's. Alex shows us
how struggling with mental illnesses is a battle wound that
bleeds long after it has healed. He portrays how isolated and
seemingly unremarkable incidents in people's pasts shape their
futures and change their lives in unprecedented ways.As the
story goes on,we begin to understand and explore the minds
of these fictional characters and delve deeper into the layers
beneath love, betrayal and fear and childhood trauma.

and becomes a writer; Rusty's had more adventures

The book explores pretty dark topics like murder,
suicide, infidelity and also has profanity which might be the
only blemish in making it unsuitable for children. The flitting
in between timelines though very skillfully done might make
it unsettling for those wanting an easy read.

Ruskin Bond.

However, the book overall is hypnotic and you'll find
yourself absolutely lost in the myraids of layers of his
storytelling and it's not until you come to the mind boggling
ending that you'll realise fully the craftiness and complexity
of how well spun this masterpiece is.
- Snighda Manvitha (M315)
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in their lives and it has the best, funniest, most
exciting escapades.
From the time he was a boy living with his
grandparents in Dehra; surrounded by an assortment
of odd animals; people and relatives; to when he gets
sent away to school then makes his way to London
than we can count.
In these pages there's Toto, the monkey that
travelled in a bag in a train; an encounter with a
leopard; life as a young writer in faraway London; and
the return home to roots that were always loved and
never forgotten.
The Adventures of Rusty is a evergreen classic
of children writing in India which brings together best
adventures of Rusty featuring early days of young
What I like about the book is that it's written in
lucid and simple style. And it's for readers who enjoy
rustic beauty and are nature lovers.
Reading a good book can change your
thoughts and feelings towards many different kind
of things that exist in this world. So do make reading
a part of your life curriculum.
Purvi Gupta (P316)

Key for crossword

ACROSS:
2 SO-SO
Definition and literal interpretation: So for ‘well’ might be as
a vague introduction (“so/well, are you not going to say
anything?”) or as an adjective (“she was so/well suited for the
job”).
5 SPRAIN
An insertion of RA for Royal Artillery or ‘gunners’ in NIPS
reversed.
7 LIKES
Thumbs up icons in FB etc. are called 'Likes'
9 OVERJOYED
A charade of OVER, JOY and ED.
12 GENII (“information”) on II (“two”)
13 ARABLE
AB (boatman) in an anagram (trouble) of REAL
14 ARK
Noah's Ark is famous for carrying (transporting) two of every
species (couples) through the biblical flood
16 TO-COME
An envelope (‘in’) of OC (‘heartless OrC‘) in TOME (‘long
book’).
17 GOATEE
GOA (Indian state, formerly a Portuguese colony) + TEE (Tshirt
= short-sleeved shirt).
Goatee = a partial beard (on the chin but not the cheeks).
21 MAKE
Cryptic double definition. Fabricate - Make, A model name Make (of a car, for example)
22 IN THE LOOP
Anagram (changes) of NILE PHOTO
24 ALTERNATE
Cryptically, if you “alter nate “, i.e. form an anagram of it, you
end up with Etna !
25 CORGI
CO(abbrev. for “Commanding Officer”) + R(abbrev. for
“right”) plus(get) GI(a soldier in the US Army).
26 ARCTIC OCEAN
An anagram (‘flowing’) of ‘ice can coat’ plus R (‘river’), with
an extended definition.
27 SEE
Cryptic double clue (Holy See and See! I told you)
DOWN
1 OSLO
A charade of OS for Ordinary Seaman or ‘sailor’ and LO! for
the archaic word for LOOK!
2 SITES

A homophone of SIGHTS.
3 OBLIGATO
Anagram [wayward] of GOAL BIT + O [ball] – usually spelt
‘obbligato’. In music, an obligato can’t be omitted from the
score
4 PASTICHE
Hidden in anti PASTI CHEwed.
6 NO ONE
A charade of NOON (‘midday’) plus E (‘energy’).
8 KINGDOM
KING (Billy Jean (King), British American tennis player + DO
(perform) + M[ichael]
10 VERY
Cryptic definition
11 RUB
Cryptic definition
14 AMERICANO
A MERINO (a yarn) round CA (Chartered Accountant)
15 BACKREST
BACK (champion) + REST (relax) = Backrest
17 GAMBLER
G (German) + AMBLER (stroller)
18 SO THERE
A charade of SOT (‘drunk’) plus HERE (‘present’).
19 BEACON
A charade of BEAC[h] (‘shore’) minus the H (‘husband
leaving’) plus ON (‘working’).
20 SPLICE
P (power) in (welcomed) SLICE (cut)
23 OGRES
GO=”turn” reversed/up; plus RES[t]=”brief vacation”

KILLER SUDOKU
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